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Mystery on the Bayou: Of Addicts, Apparitions, Artists,

Awards and a Buried Paee of History

MERVYN HAGGER'

and

ERIC GILDER2

Abstract
Taking a lead off of Raymond Williams' comment in "Base and

Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory" that the o'dominant" rendering
of historical tradition is always a selective rendering of tradition (thereby

burying other tellings), this essay tells a story of how an inadvertent
uncovering of a lost graveyard in Houston, Texas in 1986 threatened a
long-settled version of Texas history, and thus (literally and figuratively)
was "covered up" once more.

Author Mervyn Hagger had Dr. Kenneth Brown of the University
of Houston present on-site for a television program in 1988, where Brown
argued in support for seriously considering his thesis. Yet, after the
international publicity died down, Brown was seemingly pressured to drop
his investigation furthering this inquiry. Since that time, the earth has been
put back (literally and figuratively) on this topic; the matter was "buried."
The authors wonder if an explanation might be found in lives of 1 14

sailors who were abandoned in the Gulf of Mexico by the English pirate
Sir John Hawkins during this same time period. This preliminary essay

seeks to revisit unanswered questions.

Keywords: "Selective Tradition"; Base and Superstructure (Williams);
Houston; Buffalo Bayou; Carolana settlement; Sir John Hawkins (pirate);
Kenneth Brown; Sir Robert Heath; "black earth graves"; Jefferson Davis
Hospital; Elder Street Lofts

' John Lilbume Research Institute (for Constitutional Studies), USA.
t Linton Global College, Hannam University, Korea.
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Not far from where Buffalo Bayou meets White Oak Bayou at Allen's

Landing in Houston, Texas,3 there is a disused graveyard which by 1910

had already fallen into disrepair: "The grass has long since been trampled

level and but for two spots there is no evidence ofthe fact that hundreds

upon hundreds of old Houstonians lie buried there."a The enormous

graveyard (dating back to at least the founding of Houston near Buffalo

Bayou in the 1800s) discovered under the Houston Fire Department

maintenance yard also runs around and underneath a hospital named after

the president of the Confederate States of America, the hospital being

built in 1924 and the maintenance yard in 1968. Confederate veterans and

all manner of people are buried in the graveyard which also extends

underneath Elder Street and both under and around private homes on the

other side of the street.

After making extensive investigations into historical records and

taking bore samples and analyzing period pottery found in the uncovered

graves, Dr. Kenneth Brown of the University of Houston controversially

concluded that under the graveyard was a Seventeenth Century English

settlement, that was possibly wiped out by an epidemic, and whose

victims may have been buried according to Elizabethan plague laws.

This graveyard became so vandalized as a result ofnonfeasance by

the City of Houston, that the City took itself to court, and decades before

tough new regulations were put into place regarding cemetery

maintenance, they got the property decertified due to their own neglect.

"We don't like thinking about dying and we don't like being dead and so

we don't like taking care of cemeteries," stated Mark Denton, an

archaeologist with the Texas Historical Commission. "The aldermen

began parceling up the Elder Street land, selling it to themselves and

developing rental property on top of the graves. 'lt was kind of a good

deal for the aldermen.' deadpans Denton."5 The private properly was then

' See http ://www.buffalobayou.org/pdf/B BM Preport I . PDF. Al1 Web sites last
accessed on 19 October 2010, unless otherwise noted.
4^'see

http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/-burzynsk/cemetery3.html.
5 

See http://www.houstonpress.com/contenVprintVersion/501255/. This site

contains a collection ofstories relating to the history ofthe graveyard and the

Jefferson Davis Hospital building: see the third story in this series.
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separated by a road and fenced offfrom the rest ofthe graveyard.'

It was at this point in time that the City announced that they would

begin redeveloping a major portion of the graveyard by building Jefferson

Davis Hospital across from these rental houses on Elder Street: The

Houston Press, Wednesday, July I 8, 1923, 'City Hospital will replace this

God's acre. Graves of Confederacy Days to make way for building.' The

building was named after the President of the Confederacy to placate the

interests of CSA veterans. Although a storyboard about the CSA was

installed near to the front doors, it disappeared long ago. The basement of
the building was built above ground so that no part of the useable hospital

would be at the buried corpse level.T

The glory-days of the Jefferson Davis Hospital were very short. By

1935 its facilities had been outgrown and then they were replaced in 1938

by another, and much larger, eleven story hospital building at a different

location in Houston and it only lasted until 1999 before being imploded.8

But the original building lingered on: at times it was vacated, and at times

it housed a venereal disease clinic; a psychiatric hospital; a juvenile

detention ward; a food stamp distribution center; a drug and alcohol

rehabilitation center, and a medical records storage center.

After undergoing various uses since 1935, in 1989 the original 'old'
Jefferson Davis Hospital was finally abandoned and for over twenty years

it became the home of muggers and rapists as well as 'must-have' addicts

seeking fixes from drugs and prostitutes, and would-be 'ghost busters'

looking for paranormal readings. In 2003 a local TV news bulletin
reported that college students looking for ghosts there were robbed at gun

point.e

' See http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/-burzynsk/cemeteryl.
html and image of newspaper at:
http:llfreepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/-burzynsk/cemetery5.html.
' See

http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/-burzynsk/cemetery6.html. A
tablet commemorating veterans of the Confederate States of America was
originally placed close to the front doors, but it has been missing for some time.
8 

See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v:SNXDF2hOR3Q - destruction of the
'new' Jefferson Davis Hospital.
e 

See http://www.texasghosthunters.com/stories/east/j dh.html.
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The Gas Tankslo

In 1986, the City of Houston decided to pave over and build upon another

section of the graveyard to provide an area for the Houston Police

Department to dump wrecked and impounded vehicles. It also became the

location for the refueling and servicing of vehicles belonging to the

Houston Fire Department. At that point all of the construction had been

above ground and the human remains below ground were left undisturbed.

But then a sticking point arose: none of these vehicles could move without
fuel, and the traditional way of dispensing fuel safely was to bury the fuel

tanks under the ground.

Since this project was to the benefit of the Fire Department, the fuel

tanks had to buried to comply with their own and federal regulations. But

specifically who it was that buried those fuel tanks; how many fuel tanks

they buried, and what the diggers encountered while burying the fuel

tanks, we do not know. It would appear that the construction workers must

have encountered graves, because in 1986 there were still graves with

human remains located under that same Houston Fire Department

maintenance yard.

Almost twenty years later in 1986, there was little evidence left to
show that there was a graveyard in the area, with the exception of some

well known and identified plots belonging to one family, but they were in

the car park in front of the Jefferson Davis Hospital building some

distance away, and that was beyond the chain link fence of the

maintenance yard. However, in that year a crew of construction workers

began digging a trench in the Houston Fire Department Maintenance yard

when they stumbled across human remains.

At what point they stopped work we do not know. This was a
construction crew, and not a forensic crime scene team, or an

archeological group looking for buried remains. This discovery was an

r0 Background material in the following on Carolana sections was originally
written up by Hagger on behalf Four Freedoms World Service (4FWS) for
Wikipedia ("Province of the Carolanas" entry), since deleted over "original
research not allowed" claim/dispute. See http://www.uptoll.neVgeneric_wiki.
php?q=province_of the_carolanas, accessed 23 October 20 10.
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inconvenience to the work in progress, but it was eventually referred to

the City of Houston Legal Department. After consulting the appropriate

statute books on this matter, they informed the City department

responsible for the maintenance work that the authoritative answer was set

forth in the Texas Health and Safety Code (Subtitle C, Chapter 711.010.)

Unknown or Abandoned Cemetery:

The owner of property on which an unknown cemetery is discovered or on
which an abandoned cemetery is located may not construct improvements
on the properfy in a manner that would further disturb the cemetery until
the human remains interred in the cemetery are removed under a written
order issued by the state registrar or the state registrar's designee under
Section 7l 1.004(0.

The following section states that a "coult shall order the removal of the

human remains from the cemetery to a perpetual care cemetery," and that

notification must given to the Texas Historical Commission who have the

legal power to intervene in the matter. It further orders the person who

makes the discovery of an unknown or abandoned cemetery, to file notice

of the cemetery with the county clerk. That notice must contain a legal

description of the land on which the cemetery is located. Of course the

City had known that the whole area is a vast cemetery which had been

abandoned and then abused, first by neglect, and then construction,

decades before anyone cared about the legal aspects of cemetery

maintenance.

But since so many groups had used the cemetery, there were

immediate questions to be answered. One of the first was about the

identity of the corpses that had been uncovered. Who did they belong to?

Before anyone could make a repoft it was necessary to determine what

exactly had been uncovered by the construction crew, and this is why the

City turned to the Department of Anthropology at the University of
Houston.

The matter was then taken up by the head of the department,

Professor Kenneth L. Brown, Ph.D. His areas of specialty include

archeology, cultural ecology, historical archeology; Mesoamerica, and the

African Diaspora. At the time Professor Brown was working on an

archeological dig south of Houston at the Levi Jordan Plantation in
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Brazoria County, Texas,ll where he became its Archaeological Director.

Contemporaneously he also undertook work at a similar project at the

Frogmore Manor Plantation on St. Helena Island in Beaufort County,

South Carolina.l2 From that vantage point he was also able to make

comparisons between African slave culture in both South Carolina and

Texas.

The Unknown Graves

After arriving at the Houston Fire Department maintenance yard, Brown

removed some of the bones from the disturbed graves, and that is when he

discovered shards of pottery that had been buried with them. He then

removed all of these specimens to his research laboratory at the University

of Houston. Brown was made aware of the many groups that had used the

cemetery, but the graves that were uncovered in the maintenance yard did

not seem to fitthe description of a normal burial. Instead, they seemed to

fit the description of victims who had died from an epidemic whose

remains demanded hasty burial and rapid decomposition.

With the assistance of colleagues in various other departments,

Brown was led to the conclusion that the pottery fragments dated from the

period of time that English settlers were known to be colonizing the East

Coast of North America. The immediate question that sprang to mind was:

how would those fragments have found their way to a Houston City
cemetery? It was not as though the English had been known to settle that

area as colonists, because historians accounted for six national flags, and

not one of them was British.

Settlement and Moat

Unable to answer the immediate questions about the graves and the

I' 
See hftp://www.webarchaeology.com,fttml/kennethl.htm and:

http ://www.webarchaeology. com,4rtml,/Default.htm.
" See http://south-carolina-plantations.com/beaufort/frogmore.html.
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pottery, Brown and his team undertook a standard archeological survey of
the cemetery area, and what they discovered surprised them: Brown was

convinced that his bore holes had revealed the existence of the remains of
a settlement that included a moat and buildings. Reports from his

university colleagues in other departments concluded that the graves

uncovered with the pottery had been intened in accordance with the

Plague laws of Elizabethan England.rr

Brown's colleagues began to take a closer look at these laws of
1563 concerning the burial of plague victims in England. The beginning

of that paper trail took place in the year 1629 when a land grant was made

by King Charles I to his Attorney General, Sir Robert Heath. Sir Robert's

patent is dated October 30,1629, and called the Province of Carolana.lt
described a tract of land that was situated between English Virginia and

Spanish Florida on the east coast of North America. Its amazing feature

was that it stretched from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean.ra

The Carolana grant was made during that turbulent period of time

leading up to the first of three interlocking, and well documented British

Civil Wars. These encyclopedic episodes resulted in the execution of King

Charles I; the abolition of both the Crown and the House of Lords, and

from 1649 until 1660, England became a republic, albeit under a form of
dictatorship. On November 22, 1645, Parliament stripped the Royalist

Heath of all of his possessions as though he was already a dead man.

Heath had already fled to France where he died during 1649 in exile.

On September 3, 1658, Oliver Cromwell breathed for the last time.

From September 3, 1658 until May 25, 1659, his son Richard Cromwell

nominally became head of the Republic before handing his powers back

to the Council that was really controlling events at that time. In 1660, the

son of Charles I was offered the throne, and upon his acceptance, England

once more became a kinedom.l5

13 
See http://www.utexas.edu/research./tarll - Dr. Brown is also affiliated with

TARL. See also: http://historical.hsl.virginia.edu/plague/ and:
http ://www.history. ac. uk/cmh/epiharding. html and :

http ://www.texasalmanac.com/history/h ighli ghts/fever/.

'o See http://avalon.law.yale.edu/ I 7th-century/heath.asp.
'' See http://www.bbc.co.uk/history,tbritish/civil_war_revolution/charlesi_
execution 0l.shtml.
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The new King Charles II then awarded his supporters with a

modified version of Heath's Province of Carolana patent, but under the

slightly different name of the Province of Carolina. For many historians

that was the end of the matter. According to the traditional story Carolana

was never settled, but Carolina which divided north and south and split

off to form the Province of Georgia, all developed their own well

documented histories. That is basically the sort of knowledge that

Brown's team became aware of when he decided to go public with their

discovery.

On December 13, 798J , the Houston Chronicle daily newspaper ran

with a story on the front page of its major Sunday edition. It was written

by reporter Bob Tutt and it began with the sensational headline:

'Unearthing a mystery. English may have settled here in the 1600s.' The

article continued with these words:

Mysterious graves discovered in Houston's old City Cemetery may prove
that the first Europeans to settle in this area were Englishmen who came

here in the 1600s, roughly a century earlier than any previously known
settlers an archeologist says. (Hagger online)

This story also appeared in London on the same day. The Daily Telegraph

ran a story written by correspondent Ian Ball in New York, and it began

with the headline: 'Lone Star corner that is forever England.' His article

began with these words: "The British, not the French or the Spanish, were

the first European settlers in Texas, establishing, perhaps as early as Stuart

times, an ill-fated settlement on Buffalo Bayou, now downtown Houston"

(Hagger online). Two days later on December 15, 1987, the same story

appeared in The New York Times under the headline: 'Unlikely Outpost of
Empire':

The discovery of 300-year-old graves bearing marks of the British Empire
could show that the English were the first European settlers in Texas, not
the French or the Spanish, an archeologist says. The 60 unusual graves
found in a city cemetery place English people in Texas as early as the
1600's, said Kenneth Brown, an archaeologist at the University of
Houston.'As far as I'm concerned,'he said,'we have a l7th-century
English colony under a portion of downtown Houston.' According to
standard history accounts, the French and the Spanish were the first
Europeans to occupy Texas, and the first settlers of English ancestry did
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not arrive until the 1800's.r6

Pace Raymond Williams' remarks in "Base and Superstructure," a
conflict between a "selective tradition"t1 of Texas history that had been

taken as a dominant universal history and this new, unsettling

"alternative" fact-set was now a foregone conclusion. The reference by

The New York Times to 'standard history accounts' in its article could

have been an obliquely prophetic warning to Dr. Brown. He was now

treading upon dangerous political tenitory by expounding upon an issue

that was outside the area of his own expertise, notwithstanding the fact

that he had the support and assistance of historians, he was in danger of
rattling Texas historians who knew nothing about the Province of
Carolina, but were sure that only six national flags had flown over Texas.

There were also commercial interests, including a national theme park

which branded itself with that image. Brown however, relied upon his

own training when it came to describing the mode of burial, but he

coupled this knowledge with a historical interpretation that had been

provided to him by colleagues:

Mr. Brown, head of the university's anthropology department, described
the plots as black earth graves, ones that were refilled with soil brought in
from somewhere else. That burial method was one of England's methods
of combatingthe Black Plague in the l6th and lTth centuries, Mr. Brown
said. In addition, two fragments of pottery recovered from one grave were
of a type widely used by the English in the l7th century.... Further
excavations found that the graves were aligned within an area bound by a
moat ten feet wide and ten feet deep that is similar to a colonial pattern
found in Charleston, South Carolina, and dating from the same period of
English colonization.... This may show the burials occurred about 300
years ago, he said. (Hagger online)

Before The New York Times ran its story it asked Peter Wood, a Duke

University historian for his opinion of 'Mr. Brown's scenario.' Peter

Wood "agreed that it was conceivable that an English settlement existed

' 
o See http://www.nytimes.com/ 1 987 / 1 2l | 5 I science/unlikely-outpost-of-empire.

html, l5 December 1987.
t'7 "Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory," Culture and
Materialism: Selected Essays. London: Verso, 2005 (3 1-49), 39.
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in Houston, although he said more evidence was needed." However, a
retired faculty professor at the University of Houston said that "she would

find it incredible that an English group settled in Houston then 'with so

many better options. The British used to consider this a hardship post,' she

said."

The paper then asked and answered its own question: Did an

English colony exist along Buffalo Bayou in the 1600's? If so, its origins

are unidentified to history at this time (Hagger online).

The Pirate Ansle

The general view has been held that the English did not arrive in Texas

during years that Spain controlled Mexico, and that when the French

attempted to make incursions they were forcefully ejected. However, there

is another line of English history in the Gulf of Mexico that is both well

known, but which has not been connected to the subject of settlements,

and yet, it does fit in with Dr. Brown's time frame.

If we follow the pirate raids of Sir John Hawkins in 1569, during

the reign of Queen Elizabeth I (1533-1603), we find a storm driving his

pirate raiding vessels from the Caribbean into the Gulf of Mexico.

Hawkins landed at Veracruz to make repairs, but then he suddenly found

his fleet engaged in a devastating battle with the Spanish.r8 In the context

I 8 
See http://www.chroniclesofamerica.com/sea-

dogs/j ohn_hawkins_slavers_gentlemenjirates.htm and:
http ://www. sochistdisc.org/2003_book_reviews/rubio.htm and :

http://www.lonestargenealogy.com/courses/texas/migration.html - see The
English - "Captain Sir John Hawkins set sail in 1567. A storm pushed the ships
into the Gulf of Mexico. They landed at Veracruz and were attacked by the
Spanish navy. Some 114 set ashore to begin a 3,000 mile adventure across the
wilderness. Part would later become Texas. Only three survived to return to
England, and only one was alive in 1582 to report on the size, wealth, and natural
beauty." See also
http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/SS/npsljrint.html and:
http ://books. google.co.uk/books?id:rls8TPeUL 1 gC&pg:PA3 6&lpg:PA3 6&dq
:j ack+hawkins*vera*cruz&source:b1&ots:B2tJyrQs2B&sig:P5NcTsuQP EVTS
KfP5 1 pl4fOlkOg&hl:en&ei:bnXBTPOsGqCw4Aa8jtWUDA&sa:X&oi:book
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of this story it is not that famous battle which is of importance, but the fact

that Hawkins was driven into the Gulf of Mexico, and what transpired

when he left.

After his fleet suffered severe losses he attempted a hasty

withdrawal in two heavily overcrowded ships. Being a ruthless pirate,

Hawkins decided that he had no option but to offload and abandon I l4 of
his men further up the coast at P5nuco, in what is today a city in the

Mexican state of Veracruz. Hawkins then began his own voyage of 3,000

miles back across the Atlantic Ocean to England. He still had 100 men

still on board when he departed, but in 1569 some historical sources say

that only 15 of them made it back to Plymouth.

P6nuco is 405 miles across open water from what is now Galveston

Island, Texas. On April 28, 1914, The New York Times reported that a

small launch carrying refugees had made it across the open waters of the

Gulf of Mexico from P6nuco to Galveston Island. Whether any of the men

abandoned by Hawkins made it by land or across water to the coastal bend

area of the Gulf of Mexico, is another matter and open to conjecture. But

in 1568 David Ingram lived to tell the tale after claiming that he had made

his way for approximately 3,000 miles along the Gulf and Atlantic coasts

from P6nuco to near Cape Breton, Nova Scotia.le

However, what this incident does reveal is that during the reign of
Queen Elizabeth I, Englishmen were present in the Gulf of Mexico. The

later incident of 1914 demonstrates that it was possible to cross the Gulf
of Mexico from P5nuco to Galveston Island in a small boat.2o At that

location it would have been comparatively easy to sail up Buffalo Bayou

to its confluence with White Oak Bayou and dock at (the area today

known as) Allen's Landing, in the City of Houston. Whether any of these

_result&ct:result&resnum= I &ved:0CBgQ6AEwAA#v:onepage&q&Ffalse -
see page 36 and the story of Dan Ingram.re Dictionary of Canadian Biograplry Online: Ingram, David. See:

http://www.biographi.calO09004-l19.01-e.php?&id_nbr:350&&PHPSESSID:yc
hzfqkv zape, accessed 23 October 20 I 0.
20 "Refugees have Smallpox: Three Cases Found on Battleship Connecticut in
Galveston Harbor" (28 April 1914), New York Times.

http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res:FB09l6FF3C5E l3738DDD
A l0A94DC405B848DF1 D3, accessed 19 October 2010.
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abandoned sailors did so is not known. That they could have done so is

known. Therefore it is no longer a question of why someone would chose

to come from England to build a settlement, but that a settlement could

have been established due to other than conventional circumstances.

Our Own Interview

The authors became fascinated with this story after reading the original

news reports referenced above, because of the link between Sir Robert

Heath and John Lilburne (the subject of several articles by the authors.)

Hagger called Brown by phone to learn more about his discovery and if he

could interview him for a television documentary to be called The Lost

Page of Texas Heritage. Brown agreed and took the microphone, and with

the television crew in tow outside the old Jefferson Davis Hospital

building, he began to walk through the weeds while describing and

pointing out various landmarks pertaining to his discoveries.

That interview was later edited for transmission at different times

on several public access channels in the Dallas and Fort Worth area. A
redacted version of the soundtrack, together with literature and a
miniature Royal Union Jack (flag) was offered to television viewers. This

is a transcribed portion of Dr. Brown's commentary as he walked down

Elder Street. He is looking away from the Jefferson Davis Hospital at

those old rental houses across the street:

...out here, under the street, and partially under the building across the
street, we did some geological bore holes. About four inch push holes.
And we were able to discover a very deep, probably ten, well at least ten
foot deep, and ten to twelve foot wide trench, which changes angles in
several locations and appears to be identical to the kinds of moat and wall
features associated with early English settlements. 2r

It was a Sunday afternoon in broad daylight, and fortunately the site was

quiet during this monologue, because these were days when addicts,

prostitutes and muggers had control of the area. The 'ghost busters' who

'' Interview done by M. Hagger on Sunday, 7 August 1988, Houston Texas.
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sometimes came out at night were certainly putting their own lives at risk.

We kept a watchful eye on our surroundings as Dr. Brown continued with
the commentary:

And outside of the moat and under the parking lot across the street we
discovered two additional graves which appeared to be of the black earth
pattern. At this point we are looking down the street, basically on the line
of the original defense wall and kind of panning back through what would
have been the interior part ofthe colony. Based again on our bore holes, I

suspect we had the defense wall here on the south, the churchyard under
the building; the cemetery to the north of the church and then the more
administrative kinds of structures connected with the English colony as we
pan back towards Jefferson Davis Hospital here in the background. All of
this should have been sitting on sitting on top of the English colony.

Instead of talking merely about 'black earth graves,' Dr. Brown was

describing specific aspects of the colony with its own graveyard, which

would then have become subsumed by the much larger graveyard with all

of its many sections added at different times:

The suggestion from the evidence that we have is that the colony was
rather substantial, probably five to seven acre area at the time of its
settlement.... The main part of the colony then, was sitting on the highest
land actually in this area of Houston, it was clearly defended on three
sides.

By the time Dr. Brown recited this monologue, his critics had already

begun to attack his proffered analysis in order to defend traditional

history, which is best known by the slogan 'Six Flags over Texas.'

According to that thesis the English did not set foot in the land that

became known as Texas until centuries later. Brown countered them with

these words:

A number of issues have been raised by historians about the importance or
lack of importance, let alone whether the colony even existed, and I think
a couple of things need to be said to clear up some general
misunderstandings or at least misstatements. We believe the colony to
have been founded and we have some documents to suggest it.

Brown then put a specific year on when he believed this colony had

begun:
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It was founded approximately 1632 and was likely abandoned early 1650s,

not a particularly long period of time but a period of time in which the
Spanish were themselves not a bit interested in this area of Texas. A
period of time where the English and the Spanish had a treaty giving areas

from the Atlantic to the Pacific oceans above thirty degrees north latitude
to the English, rather than the Spanish. This area is at twenty-nine,
sevenfy-five more-or-less; it is barely below the thirty-degree parallel. I

would point out that St. Augustine is barely above it. They simply
averaged things out. The Carolana grant which was given in the 1620s to
Sir Robert Heath, specifically states he has the right to this territory and

the Spanish agreed as long as they were not in the area, We have one

Spanish source, from a priest in the area that is now San Antonio, who
discusses with despair the fact that the Spanish are not giving him ... very
much support given as he put it, that they are in front line against the
English on the coast. I believe that that states fairly clearly that something
is going on.

However, Brown was not merely basing his opinions on the mysterious

graves, or upon the documents, because he also had uncovered fragments

of pottery:

The question of the significance of a colony here, given that it is not well
known, is something that I don't intend to worry about. Historians can

worry about its significance. The fact is, it was here. We have ceramic
evidence, we have grave pattern evidence, we have the laws, we have the
court decision in England in 1664 which established the Carolinas which
states very clearly something was going on by the English on the Gulf
Coast.

Brown then brought the matter back to the era of the slave trade:

I think an interesting question as to what was going on is probably raised
by the slave trade which Sir Robert Heath...was one of the biggest of the
slave traders our of England, and the attempt to establish a sugar slave-
kind-of production mode.... It is something that they attempted to do, it
failed and they left. I believe that political activities in England are also
responsible for the collapse of the colony since the people who originally
supported it were pushed out when Cromwell came in.

The Known and the Unknown

Meanwhile, the first plan to demolish the Jefferson Davis Hospital and
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build a block of apartments had fallen through.22 That was due to the
problems with ground contamination resulting from the Ieaking
underground fuel tanks in the Houston Fire Department maintenance yard.
A few more years went by and then, shortly before the international
financial crash that was trigged by an inflated real estate market full of
speculators and fraudulent mortgages, some of that free-floating money
was pried from the hands of U.S. taxpayers to restore the Jefferson Davis
building.23 Funds were made available to both clean up the toxic waste
and restore of that formally grand structure so that it could be refurbished
as loft apartments for aftists.2a

In preparation for this article, on Tuesday, October 5, 2010, Hagger
wrote to J. R. Gonzales, News copy Editor at the Houston Chronicle,
because in 1986 it was that newspaper which originally broke the story

22 
See http://www.angelfire.com/realm/releaseme/Jefferson2.html [This amateur

site has preserved what appears to be a genuine AP news report, but it has not
fully sourced. It documents the first attempt to purchase the building but the new
owners discovered serious ground pollution coming from the Houston Fire
Department maintenance yard underground fuel tanks. The key points are that Jpl
Texas Development Inc., agreed to buy the hospital site from the Hanis county
Hospital District for nearly $6 million, and build a 550-unit murtifamiry
apartment complex on the site. Tests revealed contaminated soil and water
throughout more than one-third of the site, and it was worst near the Ciry.s
vehicle-maintenance facility,just southeast ofthe 1 l-acre graveyard. Dan Jones,
the City's deputy direcror of public works and engineering, said the City
discovered gasoline contamination on its site in 1992, and removed seven
underground fuel tanks holding from 200 to 800 gallons each. Since then, he said,
the city has spent approximately $200,000 to clean up its site. The issue of
ground pollution contaminating a graveyard appears to have caused the venture to
collapse.] Also see:

http://www.epa.gov/brownfields/success/houston_tx_BRAc.pdf [This appears to
have been 'Plan B', to merely renovate the Jefferson Davis Hospital building as
loft apartments using government grants, thereby leaving the issue of the
graveyard unresolved. In 2001 additional consultants were called in to clean up
contamination that had leaked from an underground storage tank containing
g.asoline for fuel ambulances.]
" See http ;//www. avenuecdc.org/j effdavis.asp.
'" See http://www.realtor.com/property-search/Houston TX/Elder-St. This site
offers a virtual 'walk-around' view of the area as it is now. when Hagger was on
location in 1989, the entire area was overgrown. This panorama shows the
wooden houses on Elder Street across from the Jefferson Davis Hospital buildine
which are now the Elder Street loft apartments for artists.
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about the discovery of the settlement. We received this response on

Friday, October 15, 2010: "From what I understand the excavations

stopped and that's been it. I'm not aware of that continuing."" On

October 17,2010, Hagger wrote to Dr. Brown:

Have there been any other developments relating to the possible settlement
site? I am completing an article on the entire episode at the present time. I
asked someone at the Houston Chronicle the other day about the situation
since they broke the original story, but they reported back that nothing else
had transpired. Is the situation more-or-less the way that you originally
described it: put it back, bury it and forget it?26

On October 19,2010, Dr. Brown responded:

I have been looking for the exact details ofthe events - dates and people,
but I have not been able to locate anything. My memory of the events (the

short version and one with a few of the details) follows. Most of what I

remember is short on actual "facts" and long on irritation. The short
version ofwhat has happened is that the human bones have been reburied
in the area of the cemetery they were removed from. That was finally
completed a couple of years ago with a rather nice public ceremony. The
long version is that this ended up being more of a fight. Then City
Councilwomen lda Edwards heard that I had the bones in my office, and

asked me why. I told her and she began to talk to some of Mayor White's
staff. They did little but state that it was my fault and that I considered the
bones to be my property. When the Councilwoman came back to me, I

stated that that was not true, that the bones were the property of the City of
Houston and I would gladly give them back, as I had tried to do for, at that
point, nearly 20 years. After a number of attempts to find a location to
rebury them, a Fire Department Captain Karen (l have forgotten her last
name) managed to get the bones reburied in the small portion of the
cemetery that still exists without a building or concrete parking lot. The
bones were placed beneath a marker in that small area at a public
ceremony.-'

The Official Resoonse

On September 25,2010, a memorial marker was erected just outside of

t5 Personal Communication to M. Hagger from J. R. Gonzales.
26 Personal Communication of M. Hagger to K. Brown.
27 Personal Communication of K. Brown to M. Hagger.
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the refurbished Jefferson Davis Hospital loft apartments. Its introduction

reads: "On April 8, 1840, the city of Houston purchased 5 acres in the

First Ward from Henry R. and Samuel L. Allen for $750." No mention of
the bones, graveyard or the possibilities for a new version of Texas history

telling was made. The hegemony of the "received" (yet selective) cum

"standard" (supposedly universal) version of Texas history has remained,

for all practical purposes, intact in the mind of most all historians and

texts. As Williams states, the effectiveness of the dominant cultural norm

can best be measured by what can be "always passed of?' as "'the
tradition' or 'the significant past"' (39). He continues:

But always selectivity is the point; the way in which fi'om a whole possible
area of past and present, certain meanings and practices are chosen for
emphasis, certain other meanings and practices are neglected and

excluded. Even more crucially, some of these meanings and practices are

reinterpreted, diluted, or put into forms which support or at least do not
conffadict other elements within the effective dominant culture. (39)
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